
Inspirational Letter

Hi Gayle

I hope you had a lovely Christmas with your family and friends and
that the New Year brings with it a sense of excitement and wonder. It
is so easy to see another year as ground hog day, just more of the
same old same old. But I know it doesn’t have to be like that because
we have a choice in everything we do. We can resign ourselves to
doing the same stuff all over again or we can change our mind set
and create new things to do or we can find happiness in the things we
are already doing. 

In the spirit of my ‘happy letter’ project ‘ I am writing to all my family
and friends during the month of January to see if together we can all
start the year off in the right frame of mind. I think I am doing this just
as much for me as for you because I can so easily fall into the trap of
“here we go again, another year of the same old, same old”. 

I always finish the year off with writing down a synopsis of the year
that has just been. I love going back and reading it and remembering
all of the things that happened, both good and bad, and being grateful
for every experience. I also write down a few other things such as the
movies I saw, the books I read, my best TV shows, my fav song for
the year, all the gifts I received for Christmas and my birthday, what I
was most grateful for, what my highest achievement was and also
who I helped during the year. 

I do this because it is so easy to gloss over the year and not realize
how much I have learnt, grown, been loved, laughed and been happy.
We tend to remember the tough times and forget the happy times, so
this is a good way to keep those happy ones in focus.



So please let me share with you some of the happy times I created in
my life during 2014.

Favourite Movie – Begin Again starring Keira Knightley and Adam
Levine
Favourite Book – Carry on Warrior by Glennon Doyle
Favourite TV Show – The Voice or X Factor (yeah I know I’m a dag)
Favourite song – Lost stars by Adam Levine
Highest Achievement – Writing 192 letters and still going
Who I helped – Home baking for my best friend whilst her husband was
in hospital and everyone who received a happy letter
Most grateful for – working at Diabetes QLD, great people, great
flexibility, and I get to work at the Happiness bank two days a week –
yay!

That’s my year in a nutshell, how blessed am I! 

To start your 2015 off on the right foot maybe you can come up with 
your own answers to those questions. I find it puts everything into 
perspective and it keeps you focused on some of the things that make 
you happy and also on some of the things that truly matter in life.

Thanks for reading to the end and letting me indulge once again in my 
happy letter writing. Here’s to a happy 2015 filled with everything that 
contributes to a life well lived.

Love Claire xxx


